THEO 407: Hebrew Exegesis
Dr. Robert Di Vito
Tuesday and Thursday 11:30-12:45 PM
Crown Center, Room 210

This course is a continuation of Biblical Hebrew I/Basic Hebrew Grammar. It presents the fundamentals of classical Hebrew, i.e., the language of the Christian Old Testament and the Jewish Scriptures. Its goal is to enable students to read the biblical text in the language in which it is written. This is indispensable for a full appreciation of the Bible and for understanding the interpretations which underlie any and all modern translations of the Bible into English. Moreover, even a rudimentary knowledge of biblical Hebrew gives one access to the enormous body of secondary literature that has developed on the Bible, since most serious scholarship presumes some basic knowledge of the Hebrew alphabet and language.

Emphasis in the course continues to fall on the acquisition of the syntax and the basic grammatical forms of the language, but in this course the focus above all is on the derived verbal conjugations. Although grammatical forms and the basic concepts of Hebrew syntax are presented analytically and deductively, students are engaged throughout the course in reading simple selections from the Bible. These readings advance the acquisition of grammar and syntax, introduce students to basic exegetical techniques currently practiced by biblical scholars, and stimulate class discussion of significant biblical themes and concepts.


THEO 420/THEO 523: Gnosticism
Dr. Edmondo Lupieri
Monday 10:25-12:55 pm
Mundelein, Room 617

The purpose of this course/seminar is twofold: (a) to analyze the complexity and transformations of early Christian reflections from around the end of the first century through the third and (b) to study the most common features of the “Gnostic worldview” and possibly understand the reasons for the ancient success of the so-called “Heresy of Evil.”
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To accomplish this purpose, we will discuss the content of some key passages from Irenaeus and other heresiologists, but especially that of original Gnostic texts (in English translation). We will focus particularly on the so-called Gnostic Gospels (The Gospel of Thomas, The Gospel of Philip, The Gospel of Mary [Magdalene], and The Gospel of Judas) and, if time will allow it, on some apocalyptic Gnostic texts. In the final part of our course, we will approach the contemporary revival of Gnostic Churches and ideologies, while some elements of the Mandaean literature and lore will be analyzed for their Gnostic elements, which are still vital in the religious landscape of the xxi century.

THEO 449: Sovereignty: Political, Theological and Ethical Implications
Dr. Colby Dickinson
Friday 10:25-12:55 PM
Mundelein, Room 617

This course is focused on the concept of sovereignty, specifically in its political, religious and ethical forms. We will consider theological and political-theological responses to each of these field’s depictions of sovereignty as we work through a variety of texts on the subject. Because the history of western monotheism, especially in forms of colonial Christianity, has emphasized the sovereignty of God in relation to the sovereignty of the state, humanity is more in need than ever of reconsidering how its depictions and embodiments of sovereign power still bear their theological signature in profound and consequential ways.

Course texts:

THEO 475/THEO575: Christian Social Ethics in Conversation with Social Theories
Dr. Hille Haker
Wednesday 4:15-6:45 PM
Mundelein, Room 609

This course brings social theories and Christian social ethics into a conversation. The starting point is the Western tradition that has historically determined the development of the global economic, epistemic, political, and social order and is dominant in the United States. The claim is, however, that the concept of social freedom and liberation towards justice provides a lens to address the conceptual questions of any social ethics, including but not restricted to Christian ethics, and is important for the urgent current questions of social ethics, namely exploitation of people and the earth, global injustice and violations of human rights, and “illiberalism” as a political concept.

In the course, we will explore the transition from the medieval natural law tradition to the early modern concept of natural rights, resulting in the development of the competing concepts of liberty in the liberal tradition and social freedom in the continental tradition. Both center on freedom, but the relationship of the individual and society/state is different in both traditions, with multiple ramifications for ethics.

From the 19th century onwards, the “social question” accompanied the industrial revolution, and Catholic/Christian social ethics emerged together (and often in conflict) with the emerging social theories. In the conflict with Marx and Marxism, freedom was interpreted not as a given but as a goal yet to be achieved, and it was pursued as liberation from unjust social and political conditions.

This thought was taken up in liberationist theologies in the 20th century that focus on social justice, and further developed in the (feminist and decolonial) theories of class, race, and sex. Today, intersectionality as well as cultural diversity provide the lens for the analysis of social orders, and we will explore together how they may shape the further development of social ethics. We will use different liberationist approaches, including feminist and womanist ethics, and we will map the ethics of social freedom through an ethics of remembrance, recognition, and responsibilities.

Throughout the course, we will engage with exemplary questions debated in contemporary social and political ethics, according to students’ interests. Examples may be: the ecological threat and the challenge it raises for international politics; the reemergence of autocratic regimes, Christian Nationalism, and the threat to democracy, global injustice and the specter of the “end of the human rights era” as a guiding framework of international policies, international law, and global ethics. Questions of Power, dystopias and utopias, and the LGBTQIA movement’s struggle for justice.
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Literature will be selected from the following traditions (bibliography will be shared on Sakai):

- The liberal tradition Th. Hobbes, J. Locke, J.S. Mill, and J. Rawls;
- The continental tradition G.W.F. Hegel, S. Beauvoir, E. Fromm, E. Dussel, A. Honneth;
- The contemporary discussion S. Moller-Okin, I.M. Young, N. Fraser, A. Mbembe, J. Butler;
- The theological tradition the Compendium of Catholic Social teaching and current encyclicals, black (womanist) theology (E. Townes, S. Copeland), Latin American/Carribean liberation theology (A. M. Diaz, I. Gebara, M. Rivera); human rights, global justice, and feminist theological ethics: L. Cahill, L. Hogan, D. Hollenbach, G. Dorrian.

Introductory Books to Catholic Social Ethics:


THEO 515: Gospel of John
Dr. Christopher W. Skinner
Tuesday 4:15-6:45 PM
Mundelein, Room 609

"This course will consist of a comprehensive examination of the text of the Fourth Gospel along with major concerns in gospel scholarship in general and Johannine research in particular. One major goal in any graduate course on a biblical text or corpora is developing a strong familiarity with the primary text(s) under consideration as well as the most important secondary literature on the subject. To that end, we will (1) attend to the historical, literary, and theological dynamics of the text with specific emphasis on the text in its final form, and (2) explore major, longstanding questions such as the relationship of John to the Synoptics, anti-Jewish and anti-Semitic concerns in the reception of John, and the distinctive shape of Johannine Christology (among others)."